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Creating and Archiving Oral History: 
A Case Study of the Battle of Okinawa Testimony Records Collection
SUDA Yoshimi
This article analyzes the collection of the battle of Okinawa’s testimony records and addresses the 
importance of creating and archiving oral history. Those testimonies were recorded through the process of 
making official history book of Okinawa Prefecture in the late 1960's and the early 1970's. Currently, these 
records are  archived at Okinawa Prefectural Archives.
It has been discussed that oral history archives are ought to capture not only interview but the whole 
process of the oral history project and assemble documents generated at each phase of a project from the 
beginning to the end. However, there is a gap between such discussion and practice. In order to fill the gap, 
this paper overviews what could be counted as “context information”, which is a necessary part of archiving 
oral history and then examines the importance of this information through the case study.
The collection of testimonies of battle field experience have been regarded as important records 
from several perspectives such as post-war Okinawan history, oral history and archival science. However, it 
also contains weakness as archives for its multiple provenance, dispersed record, and interviewer-centered 
documentation. These drawbacks would imply the incompleteness and further deepen the discussion of 
creating and archiving oral history.
